Waiting is one of the most difficult aspects of being a woman in today's society. In Lady In Waiting we are given a set of principles derived from biblical truth and psychological insights that will challenge both the single and the married woman. Book Description. "You hold in your hands a fresh and exciting way to enhance your personal life and enrich your spiritual journey. This expanded edition of Lady in Waiting includes: Original text of the best-selling book — complete and unabridged! But while the show has wrapped up, Song of Ice and Fire fans have been waiting for author George R.R. Martin to finish The Winds of Winter — the sixth book in the series — since 2011. What do we read to fill the time until then? Well, for starters there’s a little series called The Lord of the Rings. Woman reading book at the airport / Woman reading book while waiting for her airplane. Airline passenger in an airport lounge waiting for flight aircraft. 0:09. Pregnant woman reading books and searching information on laptop at night, mom. If a publisher expresses interest in your book, only to discover after the fact that you self-published that same book while you were waiting to get an offer, they will withdraw their interest, and you’ll probably never have another shot with that publisher in this lifetime. 305 views · View 3 Upvoters. Answered February 25, 2019 · Author has 895 answers and 234.1K answer views. I wouldn’t self-publish while querying traditional publishers. Do one or the other. If your book does well, a small press may contact you and make an offer.